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Finding Gobi
Endurance
What do the names Funky Monkey, Block Ness Monster, and Cage Crawl have in common?
They're all names of obstacles in the Tough Mudder obstacle course! Students will learn
fractions while engaged in reading about the world's toughest races. This 6-pack of math
readers integrates math and literacy skills, combining informational text, problem-solving, and
real-world connections to help students explore mathematics in a meaningful way. Vibrant
images, simple practice problems, and clear mathematical charts and diagrams help make
learning fractions simple and fun. The books include text features such as a glossary, index,
bold print, and a table of contents to increase understanding and build academic vocabulary.
The DOK-leveled Math Talk section includes questions that facilitate mathematical discourse
and activities that students can respond to at home or school. Let's Explore Math sidebars and
the extensive Problem Solving section provide ample opportunities for students to practice
what they have learned. This 6-Pack includes six copies of this title and a lesson plan.

Nathan Fa'avae
“Running the Mount Everest Marathon is like running in heaven.” Kimi Puntillo has literally run
around the globe to bring over 100 of the world’s most entertaining, breathtaking, and
unforgettable races to runners of every capability. Ranging from marathons to one-milers, from
the pristine glaciers of Antarctica to Vermont’s covered bridges, two-time Guinness World
Record holder Puntillo offers practical and unique advice as only a woman who has run a
marathon on every continent can. She shares her tips for the most desirable gear, snacks to
carry in your backpack, how savvy runners get into events that are sold out months in
advance, and the best local sights to take in on your downtime. Try the Great Wall Marathon,
where you’ll climb 60,000 steps, crawl through ancient tower windows, and follow in the
footsteps of ancient Chinese history. The Marathon du Médoc spoils you with wine every three
miles at Bordeaux’s most elite châteaus and fresh-shucked oysters at mile 23. Or, if music is
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your thing and you long for a different rock band at every mile marker, head out to the Rock
’n’ Roll Marathon series in locales across the United States. Whether you want to make those
running dreams come true or simply be entertained, here are dozens of running adventures
sure to get your heart pumping. From the Trade Paperback edition.

Running Through the Wall
Racing continues to be the singular, preeminent source of powertrain development for
automakers worldwide. Engineering teams rely on motorsports for the latest prototype testing
and research. Endurance racing provides the harshest and most illuminating stage for system
design validation of any motorsport competition. While advancements throughout the 20th
Century brought about dramatic increases in engine power output, the latest developments
from endurance racing may be more impactful for fuel efficiency improvements. Hybrid
powertrains are a critical area of research for automakers and are being tested on the toughest
of scales. Prototype Powertrain in Motorsport Endurance Racing brings together ten vital SAE
technical papers and SAE Automotive Engineering magazine articles surrounding the
advancements of hybrid powertrains in motorsports. The book also includes a history of
endurance racing from the World Sports Car Championship through the 24 Hours of Le Mans
to the World Endurance Championship written by the author. The goal is to provide the latest
concepts being researched and tested on hybrid systems that will influence vehicles for years
to come - appealing to engineers and enthusiasts alike.

Spectacular Sports: World's Toughest Races: Understanding Fractions
6-Pack
A stunning, full-colour, inspirational book looking at 50 of the most extreme marathons,
triathlons, bike rides, climbs and other iconic endurance events from around the world.

Can't Hurt Me
Team Spirit is a gripping account of a race on the edge, and a young skipper's determined
journey to victory. The Clipper Round the World Yacht Race is the ultimate long distance
challenge - a 35,000-mile circumnavigation of the globe, contested by amateur crews in
identical racing yachts - and the winners are those who keep their focus the longest. The 2010
winner was 28-year-old Brendan Hall and his crew in Spirit of Australia. Although Brendan was
the youngest and least experienced skipper in the race, the win was no accident - it was the
culmination of years of training, skilled navigation and a leadership style way beyond his years.

The World's Toughest Races
The executive producer of such hits as "Survivor" shares the story of his own rise from
obscurity to the heights of the entertainment world, imparting advice on how to achieve
personal and professional success.

Be Brave, Be Strong
What do fierljeppen, running 156 miles in the Sahara desert and coal-carrying all have in
common? They’re just some of the wackiest, toughest and most extreme manpower races and
challenges dreamt up by the human race. This fact-packed miscellany is bursting with all the
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details, statistics and anecdotes of the world’s most unusual competitions (ever heard of bog
snorkelling?) and intense endurance contests. Whether you’re an armchair thrill seeker or
you’re wild enough to have an adventure or two under your belt, this book will entertain and
inspire.

Brave Enough
A sports journalist relates his experiences covering the Raid Gauloises, a days-long adventure
race through the wilderness, and describes his own participation in the 1995 race held in
Patagonia

Understanding Racial and Ethnic Differences in Health in Late Life
50 Races to Run Before You Die is the essential guide to 50 of the best foot-races across the
globe. Tobias Mews, runner and author, has tried, tested and completed each race, to give firsthand accounts of the challgenges, highlihgts and insider tips on what to expect. From iconic
half marathons and obstacle races, to some of the world's most prestigious marathons and
hardest mountain and desert foot races, the unique challenges, high-points and race best bits
are described. Each race is accompanied with stunning photography, as well as, detailed
elevation charts, race-specific graphics, fastest times and finisher rates. Presented from
beginner to expert, this is the essential guide for anyone who wants to test themselves on the
world's best races.

Down and Dirty
In the tradition of The Boys in the Boat and Seabiscuit, a fascinating portrait of a
groundbreaking but forgotten figure—the remarkable Major Taylor, the black man who broke
racial barriers by becoming the world’s fastest and most famous bicyclist at the height of the
Jim Crow era. In the 1890s, the nation’s promise of equality had failed spectacularly. While
slavery had ended with the Civil War, the Jim Crow laws still separated blacks from whites, and
the excesses of the Gilded Age created an elite upper class. Amidst this world arrived Major
Taylor, a young black man who wanted to compete in the nation’s most popular and mostly
white man’s sport, cycling. Birdie Munger, a white cyclist who once was the world’s fastest
man, declared that he could help turn the young black athlete into a champion. Twelve years
before boxer Jack Johnson and fifty years before baseball player Jackie Robinson, Taylor
faced racism at nearly every turn—especially by whites who feared he would disprove their
stereotypes of blacks. In The World’s Fastest Man, years in the writing, investigative journalist
Michael Kranish reveals new information about Major Taylor based on a rare interview with his
daughter and other never-before-uncovered details from Taylor’s life. Kranish shows how
Taylor indeed became a world champion, traveled the world, was the toast of Paris, and was
one of the most chronicled black men of his day. From a moment in time just before the arrival
of the automobile when bicycles were king, the populace was booming with immigrants, and
enormous societal changes were about to take place, The World’s Fastest Man shines a light
on a dramatic moment in American history—the gateway to the twentieth century.

The Last Wish
Personal stories about adventure racing, a fast-growing sport combining running, cycling,
paddling, climbing and more.
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TT Titans
As the population of older Americans grows, it is becoming more racially and ethnically
diverse. Differences in health by racial and ethnic status could be increasingly consequential
for health policy and programs. Such differences are are not simply a matter of education or
ability to pay for health care. For instance, Asian Americans and Hispanics appear to be in
better health, on a number of indicators, than White Americans, despite, on average, lower
socioeconomic status. The reasons are complex, including possible roles for such factors as
selective migration, risk behaviors, exposure to various stressors, patient attitudes, and
geographic variation in health care. This volume, produced by a multidisciplinary panel,
considers such possible explanations for racial and ethnic health differentials within an
integrated framework. It provides a concise summary of available research and lays out a
research agenda to address the many uncertainties in current knowledge. It recommends, for
instance, looking at health differentials across the life course and deciphering the links
between factors presumably producing differentials and biopsychosocial mechanisms that lead
to impaired health.

Rediscovery of Landraces as a Resource for the Future
WHAT’S IT LIKE TO RUN FOR 30, 50, OR 100 MILES? This book is a great inspiration not
only to current ultrarunners, and to marathoners looking for the next challenge—but also to
runners of all abilities, who will see that there is nothing you can’t do if you have the desire.
What makes ultrarunners tick? What goes through their minds at mile 93? How can you train
for such a colossal undertaking? These questions and many more are answered in this
inspiring collection of 39 personal stories from ultramarathoners. Ultramarathoning is the
logical next step for those who burn with a desire to explore their limits, and beyond. It is
impossible to run ultra distances without coming away with at least one fascinating story. This
book is full of them. There are stories of fatigue, blisters, nausea, and despair. But the
ultrarunner prevails to find hope, love, healing, self-discovery, friendship, selflessness, and in
the end, for most, triumph. Learn what it feels like to run an ultra from the champions, the
newcomers, and the veterans of the sport. A few brief excerpts: “I left Edinburg witnessing my
second sunrise on this run. Most ultrarunners dread dawn—the hours from 4:00 to 6:00
a.m.—primarily because this is when fatigue sets in.” —Keith Knipling “It would be hours before
we’d see the first aid station, and probably close to two days before we’d have dry feet
again!” —Deb Pero “I’m 95 miles into a 100-miler, it’s over 100 degrees out, my legs are shot,
I’m a few scant minutes ahead of Ann and Gabriel, and my pacer is stopped dead in the trail
for fear of a skunk?” —Tim Twietmeyer “Ultrarunning is without question the most feared
aspect of adventure racing.” —Ian Adamson “The urge to quit right there was overwhelming,
but I was still in the race. Perhaps a miracle would happen and I could get in under the four
hours it would take to make the next cutoff. I thanked the aid station captain and plunged into
the darkness.” —Will Brown “It was time to put all the viable excuses aside and look inside.”
—Tracy Baldyga “I think I quit about 20 times during the race, mostly between the time the sun
went down and the time that I finally walked away. Reality sets in when it gets dark. The trail
gets lonely.” —Jason Hodde “During every race you are faced with a moment of truth, a point
in the race when you either quit or persevere to the end. Every person who finishes an
ultramarathon has accomplished a great feat, simply because they finished.” —Bethany Hunter

The Art of Racing in the Rain
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Travel with Olympic gold medalist Jessie Diggins on her compelling journey from America’s
heartland to international sports history, navigating challenges and triumphs with rugged grit
and a splash of glitter Pyeongchang, February 21, 2018. In the nerve-racking final seconds of
the women’s team sprint freestyle race, Jessie Diggins dug deep. Blowing past two of the best
sprinters in the world, she stretched her ski boot across the finish line and lunged straight into
Olympic immortality: the first ever cross-country skiing gold medal for the United States at the
Winter Games. The 26-year-old Diggins, a four-time World Championship medalist, was
literally a world away from the small town of Afton, Minnesota, where she first strapped on skis.
Yet, for all her history-making achievements, she had never strayed far from the scrappy
12-year-old who had insisted on portaging her own canoe through the wilderness, yelling
happily under the unwieldy weight on her shoulders: “Look! I’m doing it!” In Brave Enough,
Jessie Diggins reveals the true story of her journey from the American Midwest into sports
history. With candid charm and characteristic grit, she connects the dots from her free-spirited
upbringing in the woods of Minnesota to racing in the bright spotlights of the Olympics. Going
far beyond stories of races and ribbons, she describes the challenges and frustrations of
becoming a serious athlete; learning how to push through and beyond physical and
psychological limits; and the intense pressure of competing at the highest levels. She openly
shares her harrowing struggle with bulimia, recounting both the adversity and how she healed
from it in order to bring hope and understanding to others experiencing eating disorders.
Between thrilling accounts of moments of triumph, Diggins shows the determination it takes to
get there—the struggles and disappointments, the fun and the hard work, and the importance of
listening to that small, fierce voice: I can do it. I am brave enough.

Team Spirit
For David Goggins, childhood was a nightmare - poverty, prejudice, and physical abuse
colored his days and haunted his nights. But through self-discipline, mental toughness, and
hard work, Goggins transformed himself from a depressed, overweight young man with no
future into a U.S. Armed Forces icon and one of the world's top endurance athletes. The only
man in history to complete elite training as a Navy SEAL, Army Ranger, and Air Force Tactical
Air Controller, he went on to set records in numerous endurance events, inspiring Outside
magazine to name him The Fittest (Real) Man in America. In this curse-word-free edition of
Can't Hurt Me, he shares his astonishing life story and reveals that most of us tap into only
40% of our capabilities. Goggins calls this The 40% Rule, and his story illuminates a path that
anyone can follow to push past pain, demolish fear, and reach their full potential.

Eat & Run
Traces the author's remarkable career while revealing the influence of his vegan lifestyle,
describing his transition from a Midwestern hunter to a record-breaking athlete.

The Essentials of Obstacle Race Training
Kanney, the main subject of Theresa Ortolani's Endurance, crashed his dirt bike during the
2004 International Six Days Enduro race in Poland, but he kept going until he was pulled from
the race and taken to the hospital. Doctors removed his ruptured spleen and told him he would
have died if he had stayed in the race any longer. That's the MO of the off-road motorcycle
world: unless you're on the verge of death, you stay on the throttle. Imagine fighting Chuck
Liddell for hours at a time, while on the deck of a pitching Alaskan trawler, and you start to get
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an idea of the mental and physical strain of off-road motorcycle racing. In an age where many
high-adrenaline sports have become watered-down exercises in marketing, dirt bike racing
remains intensely raw; a dangerous enterprise populated with a colorful, profane cast of
daredevils. On the backs of snorting, twitchy Kawasakis and KTMs, these athletes race
through the forest in pursuit of a podium spot and a sponsorship. Ortolani applies an artist's
eye to this unforgiving sport and the riders who pursue it, resulting in an unprecedented,
behind-the-scenes window into this punishing competition. Endurance offers embedded
access and a scope that spans three years of off-road racing. Ortolani began shooting Nathan
Kanney at a race in 2006 in which Kanney made Grand National Cross Country history by
winning the race as a privateer and Ortolani was hooked on a sport that is at turns beautiful
and inescapably brutal. Ortolani traveled thousands of miles across the U.S. and Europe, in
the process capturing Kanney's ascent from underdog privateer to Husqvarna and KTM
Factory Team rider-an achievement that required beating world champions riding bikes three
times the cost of his. Ortolani recently received the following e-mail from Kanney describing a
60 mile-per-hour crash during practice: Crashed today and for sure damaged a rib or two. I
can't breef. Just another day on the job. Endurance includes photographs of Kanney's worldchampion competitors and teammates including David Knight, Kailub Russell, Corey Buttrick,
Homero Diaz, Ryan Mills, Anders Eriksson and Bartosz Oblucki, with a cameo appearance by
Travis Pastrana. Among the contributors are Nathan Kanney, Jerry Bernardo, Carrie Coombs
Russell, Jason Weigandt, Kailub Russell and Corey Buttrick.

Prototype Powertrain in Motorsport Endurance Racing
In recent years, all over the world, the attention paid to local and traditional productions is
growing, especially in the agro-food sector. Maybe, it is not only due to the impact of
globalization and the social and economic changes but also due to the increased consideration
to health and nutritional aspects of food. Hence, for economic, social, historical, and nutritional
reasons, this trend has led to the rediscovery and reuse of landraces of many different crops,
responding to requests for more and more demanding market. This volume collects examples
of local crops and old landraces of different areas of the planet that testify the extreme
importance of the relation existing among a land, the local productions, the historical traditions,
the conservation of biodiversity, the health benefits, the environmental impact and the local
economies, also including the significance to dedicate resources to scientific researches in
local crops.

Our Country
A motorcycle enthusiast offers in-depth, fully illustrated profiles of the 25 greatest machines to
race the Isle of Man TT. Since it began in 1907, the Isle of Mann Tourist Trophy has gained a
well-deserved reputation as the most challenging—and dangerous—motorcycle race in the
world. In TT Titans, Matthew Richardson explores a fascinating question: which motorcycles or
sidecar outfits have made the strongest contributions to the race over the last century? As
Richardson makes his choices, he describes each one in vivid detail. Richardson recounts
extraordinary achievements like lap records, race victories, technical innovations and other
milestones. Modern bikes from BMW, Honda, Suzuki and Yamaha are featured alongside
classic models from Matchless, Norton and Velocette. Richardson also includes profiles of the
men who built and rode these exceptional machines—a list that includes many of the bestknown names from every era of the sport, from Stanley Woods, Bob McIntyre and Mike
Hailwood to Carl Fogarty, Joey Dunlop, Dave Molyneux and John McGuinness.
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The Thrill of Victory, the Agony of My Feet
A New York Times bestselling author takes readers inside the Ironman triathlon. As he did so
masterfully in his New York Times bestseller, The Gatekeepers, Jacques Steinberg creates a
compelling portrait of people obsessed with reaching a life-defining goal. In this instance, the
target is an Ironman triathlon-a 2.4-mile open-water swim followed by a 112-mile bike ride,
then finally a 26-mile marathon run, all of which must be completed in no more than seventeen
hours. Steinberg focuses not on the professionals who live off the prize money and
sponsorships but on a handful of triathletes who regard the sport as a hobby. Vividly capturing
the grueling preparation, the suspense of completing each event of the triathlon, and the
spectacular feats of human endurance, Steinberg plumbs the physical and emotional toll as
well as the psychological payoff on the participants of the Ford Ironman Arizona 2009. His You
Are an Ironman is both a riveting sports narrative and a fascinating, behind-the scenes study of
what makes these athletes keep going..

Rough Magic
“An unforgettable escapade of ultimate danger and discovery…” - Readers' Favorite Fans of
Jon Krakauer will devour this gripping tale of adventure, survival, and a search for life’s deeper
meaning. Two men, three years, seven countries, 3000 miles… The Central American Sea
Kayak Expedition 2000 is an inspiring journey of exploration, endurance, and self-discovery
that takes Jean-Philippe Soulé and his traveling partner Luke Shullenberger from Baja
California all the way to Panama. During this unfathomably grueling expedition, they face every
manner of threat, from sharks, crocodiles, and bandits to stormy seas, malaria, and their own
mortality—all in search of a deeper connection to Mother Nature and the indigenous people who
revere her most. This riveting memoir of physical and emotional endurance will leave you
breathless as you experience their victories, misfortunes and sacrifices. An evocative, gripping
narrative coupled with award-winning photographs that is a must-read for those who love
travel, outdoor adventure, and cultural exploration—and for the dreamers who've been told they
can't, but stubbornly refuse to listen.

Dancing with Death
"Taking off on a horse into the Mongolian Steppe sounds like the bracing inverse to an
overpopulated, busy urban life, but having the skills and grit to pull it off is another thing
entirely. . . . Lara Prior–Palmer attempted the Mongol Derby not really knowing what she was
getting into; she ended it knowing much more about herself, and a race champion besides."
?Estelle Tang, Elle At the age of nineteen, Lara Prior–Palmer discovered a website devoted to
“the world’s longest, toughest horse race”?an annual competition of endurance and skill that
involves dozens of riders racing a series of twenty–five wild ponies across 1,000 kilometers of
Mongolian grassland. On a whim, she decided to enter the race. As she boarded a plane to
East Asia, she was utterly unprepared for what awaited her. Riders often spend years
preparing to compete in the Mongol Derby, a course that re–creates the horse messenger
system developed by Genghis Khan. Many fail to finish. Prior–Palmer had no formal training.
She was driven by her own restlessness, stubbornness, and a lifelong love of horses. She
raced for ten days through extreme heat and terrifying storms, catching a few hours of sleep
where she could at the homes of nomadic families. Battling bouts of illness and dehydration,
exhaustion and bruising falls, she decided she had nothing to lose. Each dawn she rode out
again on a fresh horse, scrambling up mountains, swimming through rivers, crossing
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woodlands and wetlands, arid dunes and open steppe, as American television crews chased
her in their jeeps. Told with terrific suspense and style, in a voice full of poetry and soul, Rough
Magic captures the extraordinary story of one young woman who forged ahead, against all
odds, to become the first female winner of this breathtaking race. "Think the next Educated or
Wild. Palmer’s memoir of beating the odds to become a horse champion is an inspiring saga
of perseverance—and a classic underdog tale." —Entertainment Weekly

Runner's World Guide to Adventure Racing
Tackle today’s toughest races while learning fractions! Marvel as contestants around the world
climb, crawl, run, and jump through the world’s toughest marathons and obstacle courses. This
book combines mathematics and literacy skills, and uses practical, real-world examples of
problem solving to teach math and language arts content. Students will learn fractions while
engaged in reading high-interest content. The glossary, index, and table of contents will further
understanding of reading and math concepts, and the full-color images, practice problems, and
math graphs and charts make learning math easy, practical, and fun. The Explore Math
sidebars and Math Talk problems will develop students’ higher order thinking skills, and also
provide additional opportunities for students to apply what they’ve learned.

Velo News
Aspiring to be the fastest sprinter on his elite middle school's track team, gifted runner Ghost
finds his goal challenged by a tragic past with a violent father.

Spectacular Sports: World's Toughest Races: Understanding Fractions
6-Pack
New York Times Bestseller List “Leonard and Gobi’s story represents the power of people
working together and the profound depth of feeling possible between a man and his
dog.”--Publishers Weekly A man, a dog, and the lengths to which love will go to sacrifice for its
companion. Finding Gobi is the miraculous tale of Dion Leonard, a seasoned ultramarathon
runner who crosses paths with a stray dog while competing in a 155-mile race through the
Gobi Desert in China. The lovable pup, who would later earn the name Gobi, proved that what
she lacked in size, she more than made up for in heart, as she went step for step with Dion
over the Tian Shan Mountains, across massive sand dunes, through yurt villages and the black
sands of the Gobi Desert, keeping pace with him for 77 miles. As Dion witnessed the incredible
determination and heart of this small animal, he found his own heart undergoing a change as
well. Whereas in the past these races were all about winning and being the best, his goal now
was to make sure he and Gobi’s friendship continued well after the finish line. He found
himself letting Gobi sleep in his tent at night, giving her food and water out of his own limited
supply, and carrying her across numerous rivers, even when he knew it would mean putting
him behind in the race, or worse, prevent him from finishing at all. Although Dion did not cross
the finish line first, he felt he had won something even greater – a new outlook on life and a
new friend that he planned on bringing home as soon as arrangements were made. However,
before he could take her home, Gobi went missing in the sprawling Chinese city where she
was being kept. Dion, with the help of strangers and a viral outpouring of assistance on the
internet, set out to track her down, and reunite forever with the amazing animal that changed
his life and proved to him and the world that miracles are possible.
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Randomistas
Scaling walls, crawling through mud, climbing ropes, and sprinting across rugged terrain.
Obstacle course racing is one of the fastest-growing sports in the United States, and it’s
gaining popularity around the world. The sport is grueling, demanding, and intensely satisfying
if you prepare, train, and know what to expect. Only The Essentials of Obstacle Race Training
can ensure you will be ready. Authored by David Magida, founder of Elevate Interval Fitness
and member of the Spartan Race pro team, and Melissa Rodriguez, former contributing editor
for Mud & Obstacle magazine, this in-depth guide breaks down the events, obstacles, common
difficulties, and strategies for negotiating all challenges. Most important, it presents the tools
and the plan to prepare—physically and mentally—for the unforgettable adventure that awaits.
Inside you’ll find 100 of the most effective exercises for grip strength, mobility, balance, power,
strength, and endurance as well as 28 workouts you can immediately start to use. You’ll also
find advice on conquering course challenges, preventing injuries, and selecting events and
mental strategies for focusing, concentrating, and overcoming fear. Through experience and
expertise, Magida and Rodriguez have created the most complete, accessible, and effective
guide to the sport. Whether you’re competing for your first or your hundredth event,
preparation and confidence are key. With The Essentials of Obstacle Race Training, you’ll
conquer every challenge.

The World's Fastest Man
Spectacular Sports: World's Toughest Races: Understanding Fractions
Jill Homer has an outlandish ambition: Racing a mountain bike 2,740 miles from Canada to
Mexico along the Continental Divide. But her dream starts to unravel the minute she sets it in
motion. An accident on the Iditarod Trail results in serious frostbite. She struggles with painful
recovery and growing uncertainties. Then, just two days before their departure, her boyfriend
ends their eight-year relationship, dismantling everything Jill thought she knew about life, love
and her identity. This is the story of an adventure driven relentlessly forward as foundations
crumble. During her record-breaking ride in the 2009 Tour Divide, Jill battles a torrent of anger,
self-doubt, fatigue, loneliness, pain, grief, bicycle failures, crashes and violent storms. Each
night, she collapses under the crushing effort of this savage new way of life. And every
morning, she picks up the pieces and strikes out to find what lies on the other side of the
Divide: Astonishing beauty, unconditional kindness, and boundless strength.

Ghost
A Los Angeles Times reporter covers the Yukon Quest International Sled Dog Race in vivid
detail, chronicling the icy hell endured by racers over two weeks and 1,023 miles. Reprint.
25,000 first printing.

Jump In!
NOW A MAJOR MOTION PICTURE FROM FOX 2000 STARRING MILO VENTIMIGLIA,
AMANDA SEYFRIED, AND KEVIN COSTNER MEET THE DOG WHO WILL SHOW THE
WORLD HOW TO BE HUMAN The New York Times bestselling novel from Garth Stein—a
heart-wrenching but deeply funny and ultimately uplifting story of family, love, loyalty, and
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hope—a captivating look at the wonders and absurdities of human life . . . as only a dog could
tell it. “Splendid.” —People “The perfect book for anyone who knows that compassion isn’t
only for humans, and that the relationship between two souls who are meant for each other
never really comes to an end. Every now and then I’m lucky enough to read a novel I can’t
stop thinking about: this is one of them.” —Jodi Picoult “It’s impossible not to love Enzo.”
—Minneapolis Star Tribune “This old soul of a dog has much to teach us about being human. I
loved this book.” —Sara Gruen

World's Toughest Races
Tackle today’s toughest races while learning fractions! Marvel as contestants around the world
climb, crawl, run, and jump through the world’s toughest marathons and obstacle courses. This
book combines mathematics and literacy skills, and uses practical, real-world examples of
problem solving to teach math and language arts content. Students will learn fractions while
engaged in reading high-interest content. The glossary, index, and table of contents will further
understanding of reading and math concepts, and the full-color images, practice problems, and
math graphs and charts make learning math easy, practical, and fun. The Explore Math
sidebars and Math Talk problems will develop students’ higher order thinking skills, and also
provide additional opportunities for students to apply what they’ve learned.

Great Races, Incredible Places
What do the names Funky Monkey, Block Ness Monster, and Cage Crawl have in common?
They're all names of obstacles in the Tough Mudder obstacle course! Students will learn
fractions while engaged in reading about the world's toughest races. This 6-pack of math
readers integrates math and literacy skills, combining informational text, problem-solving, and
real-world connections to help students explore mathematics in a meaningful way. Vibrant
images, simple practice problems, and clear mathematical charts and diagrams help make
learning fractions simple and fun. The books include text features such as a glossary, index,
bold print, and a table of contents to increase understanding and build academic vocabulary.
The DOK-leveled Math Talk section includes questions that facilitate mathematical discourse
and activities that students can respond to at home or school. Let's Explore Math sidebars and
the extensive Problem Solving section provide ample opportunities for students to practice
what they have learned. This 6-Pack includes six copies of this title and a lesson plan.

Arthur
Geralt the Witcher -- revered and hated -- holds the line against the monsters plaguing
humanity in this collection of adventures in the New York Times bestselling series that inspired
the Netflix show and the hit video games. Geralt is a Witcher, a man whose magic powers,
enhanced by long training and a mysterious elixir, have made him a brilliant fighter and a
merciless assassin. Yet he is no ordinary murderer: his targets are the multifarious monsters
and vile fiends that ravage the land and attack the innocent. But not everything monstrouslooking is evil and not everything fair is good. . .and in every fairy tale there is a grain of truth.
The Last Wish story collection is the perfect introduction to a one of a kind fantasy world. And
look out for The Tower of Fools, book one of Andrzej Sapkowski's Hussite Trilogy, coming in
October 2020!

50 Races to Run Before You Die
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Obstacle course races and mud runs such as Tough Mudder, Spartan Race, Warrior Dash,
Rugged Maniac, and Muddy Buddy are all waiting for you to get Down and Dirty. Author Matt
B. Davis offers an overview of the most popular races before tackling the most important
concerns for any racer: preparation and training. Each obstacle-focused chapter will feature a
leading obstacle race athlete who will offer expert advice on how to get prepared for your next
race—whether it’s your first or you’re a recent devotee who wants to try them all. Because
each race is different, this book will supply training advice for a variety of obstacles and races.

Yukon Alone
The epic true story of one man, a dog, and how they found each other As seen on an ESPN
SC Featured documentary When you're racing 435 miles through the jungles and mountains of
South America, the last thing you need is a stray dog tagging along. But that's exactly what
happened to Mikael Lindnord, captain of a Swedish adventure racing team, when he threw a
scruffy but dignified mongrel a meatball one afternoon. When the team left the next day, the
dog followed. Try as they might, they couldn't lose him—and soon Mikael realized that he didn't
want to. Crossing rivers, battling illness and injury, and struggling through some of the toughest
terrain on the planet, the team and the dog walked together toward the finish line, where
Mikael decided he would save the dog, now named Arthur, and bring him back to his family in
Sweden, whatever it took. In compelling prose, illustrated with candid photographs, Arthur
provides a testament to the amazing bond between dogs and people.

Spectacular Sports: World's Toughest Races: Understanding Fractions
You Are an Ironman
Why should you take a pair of sandals, a dollar bill, and a car antenna to your next adventure
race? You'll find the answer to that question and many others in Runner's World Guide to
Adventure Racing. In this authoritative guide, Ian Adamson shares his insider secrets for
training, racing, team building, conflict management, injury prevention, equipment repair, sleep
management, and much more. Often referred to as the Michael Jordan of adventure racing,
Adamson helps you navigate any type of adventure race, from short sprint race to full-length
expedition. In this guide, you'll find . . . Detailed training plans for recreational and competitive
athletes Tips for running, hiking, biking, paddling, navigating, and climbing more efficiently A nononsense guide for what you need from the sporting goods store--and what you don't Insider
secrets for mending equipment and injuries while in the wilderness Adamson's nine favorite
foods to pack in your race bag You'll also read Adamson's humorous, touching, and downright
chilling stories of life on the adventure trail. From sprint races to full-length expeditions,
Adamson's expert advice will get you and your equipment to the finish line in one piece.

The World's Toughest Endurance Challenges
Experiments have consistently been used in the hard sciences, but in recent decades social
scientists have adopted the practice. Randomized trials have been used to design policies to
increase educational attainment, lower crime rates, elevate employment rates, and improve
living standards among the poor. This book tells the stories of radical researchers who have
used experiments to overturn conventional wisdom. From finding the cure for scurvy to
discovering what policies really improve literacy rates, Leigh shows how randomistas have
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shaped life as we know it. Written in a “Gladwell-esque” style, this book provides a fascinating
account of key randomized control trial studies from across the globe and the challenges that
randomistas have faced in getting their studies accepted and their findings implemented. In
telling these stories, Leigh draws out key lessons learned and shows the most effective way to
conduct these trials.

Surviving the Toughest Race on Earth
What do fierljeppen, running 156 miles in the Sahara desert and coal-carrying all have in
common? They're just some of the wackiest, toughest and most extreme manpower races and
challenges dreamed up by the human race. This fact-packed miscellany is bursting with all the
details, statistics and anecdotes of the world's most unusual competitions (ever heard of bog
snorkelling?) and intense endurance contests. Whether you're an armchair thrill seeker or
you're wild enough to have an adventure or two under your belt, this book will entertain and
inspire.
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